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Abstract: How did human vocalizations come to acquire meaning in the evolution
of our species? Charles Darwin proposed that language and music originated from
a common emotional signal system based on the imitation and modification of
sounds in nature. This protolanguage is thought to have diverged into two separate
systems, with speech prioritizing referential functionality and music prioritizing
emotional functionality. However, there has never been an attempt to empirically
evaluate the hypothesis that a single communication system can split into two
functionally distinct systems that are characterized by music- and languagelike properties. Here, we demonstrate that when referential and emotional functions are introduced into an artificial communication system, that system will
diverge into vocalization forms with speech- and music-like properties, respectively.
Participants heard novel vocalizations as part of a learning task. Half referred to
physical entities and half functioned to communicate emotional states. Participants
then reproduced each sound with the defined communicative intention in mind.
Each recorded vocalization was used as the input for another participant in a serial
reproduction paradigm, and this procedure was iterated to create 15 chains of five
participants each. Referential vocalizations were rated as more speech-like, whereas
emotional vocalizations were rated as more music-like, and this association was
observed cross-culturally. In addition, a stable separation of the acoustic profiles of
referential and emotional vocalizations emerged, with some attributes diverging
immediately and others diverging gradually across iterations. The findings align
with Darwin’s hypothesis and provide insight into the roles of biological and
cultural evolution in the divergence of language and music.
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1 Introduction
Language and music are cornerstones of human culture, yet their evolutionary
origins remain unknown. Charles Darwin hypothesized that they originated from
“the imitation and modification of various natural sounds, the voices of other
animals, and man’s own instinctive cries” (1889: 87). Darwin’s landmark proposal has been interpreted and restated by modern researchers as the musical
protolanguage hypothesis, according to which speech and music share a common ancestral precursor (or musical protolanguage) that originated from the
imitation and modification of environmental sounds (Christiansen and Kirby
2003; Fitch 2013; Fitch et al. 2010; Kirby 2011; Mithen 2005). The protolanguage
was thought to have served a crucial biological function in courtship, territoriality, and the expression of emotion.
To date, the musical protolanguage hypothesis is indirectly supported by evidence that speech and music draw upon shared cognitive and neural resources (e.g.
Brown 2000; Levitin and Menon 2003; Maess et al. 2001; Musacchia et al. 2007; Musso
et al. 2015) and employ a common code of acoustic attributes to communicate emotions (e.g. Bowling et al. 2010; Hauser and McDermott 2003; Ilie and Thompson 2006,
Ilie and Thompson 2006, 2011; Juslin and Laukka 2003; Quinto et al. 2013). Deficits in
music processing are associated with reduced sensitivity to emotional speech prosody
(Thompson et al. 2012), whereas music training is correlated with improved sensitivity
to emotional speech prosody (Thompson et al. 2004). Speech and music also share
structural parallels including syntactic and rhythmic structure (Jackendoff 2009; Katz
and Pesetsky 2011; Patel 2008). Finally, acoustic characteristics trigger the same
systematic emotional responses whether they arise from speech, music, or environmental sounds (Ma and Thompson 2015). High-arousal emotions (HAE; e.g. happy,
surprised) are associated with higher pitch, increased intensity, and faster rate in
speech, music, and environmental sounds, whereas low-arousal emotions (LAE; e.g.
sad, calm) have an opposite pattern of acoustic attributes (Ilie and Thompson 2006,
2011; Juslin and Laukka 2003). A defining feature of emotional vocalizations is the
deviation from a speaker’s mean acoustic profile, functioning to attract attention and
optimize adaptive responses to biologically significant events in the environment.
Despite these indirect sources of evidence, there is no evidence to support
the most fundamental assumption of the musical protolanguage hypothesis: a
single communication system can spontaneously diverge into two distinct systems based purely on communicative function, with one system dedicated to
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referential meaning, and the other dedicated to the expression of emotional
states. The purpose of this investigation was to test this basic hypothesis by
demonstrating that (1) the introduction of referential and emotional functions
into a single artificial system of communication will result in a perceived
bifurcation of that system, (2) the two resultant systems will differ from each
other in their music- and speech-like qualities, and (3) these qualitative differences in the two systems should be recognized across cultures.
To ensure the results could not be based on demand characteristics, the
instructions excluded all mention of the terms “music” or “language”, and nor
was there any indication that a different approach should be adopted when vocalizing object and emotion words. Instead, each vocalization was defined as equivalent
to a word, and participants were asked to learn the set of words and attempt to
communicate their meaning. No participants had taken specialized courses in
relevant subjects, or had any other basis upon which to speculate that referential
and emotional words should be vocalized in language-like and music-like ways,
respectively. Indeed, no research to date has addressed the possibility that emotion
words in existing languages are spoken in a manner that sounds like music,
although evidence suggests that speech prosody may support word meaning
(Nygaard and Queen 2008). In short, the study was designed such that any observed
bifurcation could not be adequately explained by the demand characteristics of the
methodology, but would reflect a genuine tendency for vocalizations to bifurcate
into distinctive systems based on their referential and emotional functions.
One of the challenges for research on the origins of language and music is that
it is impossible to reproduce the environmental and cognitive conditions present at
the time when a protolanguage might have been functional, and when there were
no cognitive representations of language or music as they function today. Thus, it
could be argued that our existing cognitive representations of music and language
guarantee that introducing two distinctive functions into a single system will
inevitably result in a bifurcation of that system into language-like and music-like
systems. According to this hypothesis, any system will be driven to bifurcate into
language- and music-like systems owing to present-day cognitive architecture. If
this were the case, however, then any functional dichotomy introduced into the
system should give rise to the same bifurcation into language- and music-like
systems. The design of our investigation accounted for this possibility.

2 Subjective evaluation of vocalizations
The primary aim of the investigation was to examine whether a communicative
system will diverge into distinct systems that are perceived as speech-like and
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music-like, respectively, when referential and emotional expressive functions are
introduced into this system. We also examined whether this perceived divergence of
speech- and music-like vocalizations is observable across two cultures with distinct
language systems (tonal and non-tonal).
One group of participants took part in a serial reproduction task, designed to
simulate the conditions under which a single precursor system might bifurcate into
two distinct systems, following the introduction of two distinct communicative
functions. Serial reproduction (or iterated learning) is “a process in which an
individual acquires a behavior by observing a similar behavior in another individual who acquired it in the same way” (Kirby Cornish, and Smith 2008: 10,681). This
method simulates the dynamics of cultural transmission, offering an empirical
approach to human cultural evolution. The serial reproduction paradigm has
been used to study the emergence and evolution of language structure (Kirby
et al. 2008), word-meaning mapping (Reali and Griffiths 2009), artificial sounds
(Verhoef, Kirby, and de Boer 2014), and musical rhythms (Jacoby and McDermott
2017; Ravignani, Delgado, and Kirby 2016).
A second group of participants took part in a subjective rating task, whereby
ratings were assigned to the final set of vocalizations from the serial reproduction task. Participants rated both the spoken vocalizations and the extracted
pitch contours of these vocalizations. Pitch contours represent the prosodic
intonation of the utterance, and were included because prosody is considered
an important underlying element in the divergence of music and language
(Brown 2017), and important to communication (Filippi 2016). Ratings indicated
the degree to which each vocalization was speech-like or music-like in quality.
In this way, we were able to determine whether the introduction of emotional
and referential functions resulted in the production of vocalizations that were
perceived to have music- and speech-like qualities respectively. Further, we
were able to identify whether there were differences in ratings depending on
whether the phonetic content was included in the utterance (spoken vocalizations) or not (pitch contours).

3 Methods
3.1 Participants
Seventy-five Macquarie University students (57 females; M = 19.39 years) participated in the serial reproduction task. Another two groups of participants completed
the subjective rating task. The participants in the subjective rating task were 40
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native English speakers (29 females; M = 27.35 years) recruited at Macquarie
University in Australia and 42 native Mandarin Chinese speakers (19 females;
M = 20.74 years) recruited at the University of Electronic Science and Technology
of China in Chengdu, China. All participants provided written informed consent
approved by the Macquarie University Human Research Ethics Committee.

3.2 Stimuli and procedure
The investigation consisted of (1) a serial reproduction task, in which a stimulus is
transmitted serially from one participant to another in a communication chain; and
(2) a subjective rating task on the final product of the serial reproduction task to
examine whether the original communicative system can eventually diverge into
two systems that are perceived as more speech-like and music-like respectively.

3.3 Serial reproduction
3.3.1 Original auditory stimuli
Eight nonsense vocalizations, each consisting of four syllables (eight phonemes),
were created (Table 1). The use of novel vocalizations ensured that participants
had no pre-existing associations with the stimuli. A female Australian English
speaker produced these vocalizations using an exaggerated prosody typical of
infant-directed speech. Three versions of each vocalization were prepared, each
spoken with a different prosody. The three versions of original vocalizations had
an overall average pitch level of 256.83 Hz, intensity of 61.73 dB, and duration of
2.24 seconds. Vocalizations were recorded and used as original auditory stimuli
for testing as described below.

3.3.2 Visual stimuli
We used images of four familiar objects (grass, hill, stone, tree) and four
emotional faces (happy, sad, surprised, tender, as shown in Figure 1). The
happy, sad, and surprised faces were highly indicative of their respective
emotions based on an established online database (Olszanowski et al. 2015).
The emotion of tenderness was depicted by a mother-infant interaction. The
objects conveyed by the words were either sentient (grass, tree) or nonsentient (hill, stone), and the emotions conveyed by the words were either
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Table 1: The average pitch, intensity, and duration of the eight novel words used in this study.
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Figure 1: The visual images used in the serial reproduction task.

high arousal (happy, surprised) or low arousal (sad, tender).1 By comparing
ratings for these other functional distinctions, we were able to determine
1 By sentient, we mean living things that have the capacity to sense environmental stimuli such
as light and nutrients.
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whether the tendency to vocalize in speech-like or music-like ways could be
triggered by any functional distinction, or was a unique consequence of
introducing referential and emotional functions into the system.

3.3.3 Procedure
The serial reproduction task was implemented on 15 chains, each consisting of
five participants. Each participant was referred to as a generation (Gen) in a chain.
Participants were tested individually without face-to-face interactions with each
other. In each experimental session, a participant was seated in a quiet testing
booth and then given a demonstration of the task. Participants were first asked to
“Imagine that researchers recently discovered a remote community of people who
do not have a fully developed language, but use isolated vocal sounds to communicate with each other.” They were then told that their task was to learn eight
words in this communication system. Participants heard each vocalization one by
one. After each model vocalization, they completed several visual-spatial questions, artificially increasing the difficulty of memorizing the vocalization, and
were then asked to vocalize what they had just heard to the best of their ability,
and in a manner that would best convey the meaning of the word.
In each chain, Gen 1 (the first participant) heard only one version of the
original vocalization. Each participant was presented with eight vocalized
nonsense sounds and was asked to reproduce them with specific communicative intentions. Four vocalizations functioned to communicate an emotional
state (HAE [happy, surprised]; LAE [sad, tender]) and four vocalizations were
referential, communicating a physical entity (grass, hill, stone, tree). On each
trial, one of the eight vocalizations was paired with an image that allowed for
the association between the sound and the referent. A 2-minute self-paced
visual-spatial task was next administered as a brief distracter (Figure 2). Gen
1 was then asked to reproduce the sound to express the concept that was
depicted by the accompanying image. After the vocal production was recorded,
the experiment proceeded to the next trial, with different items presented in
the accompanied self-paced visual-spatial task. An experimental session consisted of eight trials, each presenting one of the eight original auditory stimuli
followed by the self-paced visual-spatial task. After the testing of Gen 1 was
completed, the experiment proceeded with Gen 2 (the second participant). The
same procedure was used in Gen 2 except that the participant heard the
recorded vocal productions of Gen 1 rather than the original auditory stimuli.
The experiment proceeded to Gen 5 (the fifth participant) in a chain. After the
testing of Chain 1 was completed, the experiment proceeded with Chain 2 using
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Sample question 2

Figure 2: Sample questions used in the visual-spatial task in serial reproduction task.

the same procedure. This procedure was continued across five sets of participants (Gen) to create 15 “chains” of serial reproductions.
The three versions of the original eight vocalizations were distributed
equally across the 15 different chains, with each vocalization represented in
five chains. The eight vocalizations were each paired with images depicting
either objects or emotional states. Pairings were counterbalanced across participants. We used two vocalization-image pairings, such that each vocalization
was paired with an object image for half of the participants, and an image
depicting an emotional state for the other participants. The eight vocalizations
and accompanying images were presented to participants in one of six quasirandom orders, with the constraint that there were never more than two
instances of an emotion or an object vocalization presented in succession.

3.4 Subjective ratings
The subjective rating task contained the 120 vocal reproductions and 120 extracted
pitch contours of Gen 5 in the serial reproduction task. These sounds had been
communicated through five generations, ending up with four emotional vocalizations (happy, sad, surprised, tender) and four object vocalizations (grass, stone,
tree, hill) for Gen 5 in each chain. Visible pitch contours were extracted using Praat,
and then made audible using the “To Sound: Hum” function. The rating task was
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created and presented using Qualtrics (Qualtrics, Provo, UT). Spoken vocalizations
and extracted pitch contours were presented in counterbalanced blocks across
participants. Stimuli were presented to participants in one of four quasi-random
orders. Each order was created such that there were never more than three instances
of an emotion or an object vocalization presented in succession. Participants were
given a demonstration of the task and the following instructions:
You will be presented with a number of different sounds. In one part of the experiment you
will be hearing actual utterances from people, and in another part you will be hearing just
the outline of that utterance. Your task is to rate these utterances on a scale from “More
Speech-Like” to “More Music-Like.” These sounds will never actually be “music” or
“speech” as such, so we want you to judge how similar they are to music or speech.

After reading the instructions, participants heard each sound file through headphones and rated it on a scale from 1 (more speech-like) to 7 (more music-like) as
quickly and accurately as possible.

4 Results and discussion: Subjective ratings
For each English- and Chinese-speaking participant, average musicality ratings for
spoken vocalizations and their pitch contours were obtained for emotional (happy,
sad, surprised, tender) and object vocalizations (grass, hill, stone, tree) respectively.
A 2 (culture: English, Chinese) × 2 (vocalization type: emotion, object) × 2 (vocal
content: spoken vocalization, pitch contour) repeated measures ANOVA revealed
(1) a main effect of vocalization type, F(1, 80) = 77.42, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.49, indicating
that emotional vocalizations were rated as more music-like than object vocalizations,
(2) a main effect of vocal content, F(1, 80) = 87.63, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.52, reflecting
that the pitch contours were rated as more music-like than the spoken
vocalizations, and (3) a vocalization type × vocal content interaction, F(1, 80) =
28.08, p < 0.002, ηp2 = 0.26. However, there was no main effect of culture (p = 0.59),
no culture × vocal content (p = 0.71), and no culture × vocal content interaction
(p = 0.18), suggesting that ratings did not differ according to culture. Thus, the ratings
collected from English- and Chinese-speaking participants were analyzed together.
Planned paired-sample t-tests were used to compare the average musicality
ratings for emotional and object vocalizations. An adjusted p-value was used for
all multiple comparisons in the study. The analyses on the English- and Chinesespeaking participants’ combined data confirmed that musicality ratings for
spoken vocalizations were significantly higher when participants attempted to
communicate an emotional state (M = 3.07, SD = 1.01), than when they attempted
to communicate an object (M = 2.71, SD = 0.90), t(81) = 8.83, p < 0.001. Musicality
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ratings were also higher for emotional state pitch contours (M = 4.03, SD = 0.66)
compared to object pitch contours (M = 3.88, SD = 0.71), t(81) = 4.74, p < 0.001
(see Table 2 for the data of each language group).
Table 2: Musicality ratings for English- and Chinese-speaking participants.
Spoken vocalizations
Emotional state
vocalization

Object Paired sample
vocalization
t-tests*

English-speaking
participants

M = .,
SD = .

M = .,
SD = .

t() = .,
p < .

Chinese-speaking
participants

M = .,
SD = .

M = .,
SD = .

t() = .,
p < .

Pitch contours
Emotional state
vocalization

Object Paired sample
vocalization
t-tests

English-speaking
participants

M = .,
SD = .

M = .,
SD = .

t() = .,
p = .

Chinese-speaking
participants

M = .,
SD = .

M = .,
SD = .

t() = .,
p = .

* The paired sample t-tests compared the musicality ratings of emotional state and object
vocalizations within each culture group.

Next, average musicality ratings were calculated for HAE (happy, surprised) and LAE
(sad, tender) vocalizations for each participant. A 2 (culture: English, Chinese) × 3
(vocalization type: HAE, LAE, object) × 2 (vocal content: spoken vocalization, pitch
contour) revealed (1) a main effect of vocalization type, F(2,160) = 27.56, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.26, indicating that music- and speech-like ratings differed according to vocalization type, and (2) a main effect of vocal content, F(1,80) = 79.52, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.50, with extracted pitch contours rated as more musical than spoken vocalizations. However, the main effect of culture (p = 0.58), the culture × vocalization type
interaction (p = 0.85), and the culture × vocal content interaction (p = 0.19) were not
significant, suggesting that the ratings did not differ according to culture.
Combining ratings from the two cultures, post hoc paired-sample t-tests were
conducted to compare ratings of HAE, LAE, and object vocalizations. For spoken
vocalizations, HAE vocalizations (M = 3.12, SD = 1.07; t(81) = 6.81, p < 0.001) and
LAE (M = 3.05, SD = 1.08; t(81) = 6.55, p < 0.001) vocalizations were rated as more
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musical than object vocalizations (M = 2.71, SD = 0.90), and similar to each other
(p = 0.43). For extracted pitch contours, the same pattern of results emerged (HAE
[M = 4.14, SD = 0.71] vs. object [M = 3.88, SD = 0.71], t(81) = 4.93, p < 0.001; LAE
[M = 3.96, SD = 0.74] vs. object: t(81) = 2.39, p = 0.019). These findings suggest
that both English- and Chinese-speaking participants gave higher ratings of
musicality to vocalizations of emotional states than vocalizations of objects, and
that there was no significant difference between ratings of high and low arousal
emotions. In short, this study found that for both English- and Chinese-speaking
participants, when emotional and referential functions were introduced into a
single communicative system, the resultant vocalizations were perceived to have
music- and speech-like qualities, respectively.
Average musicality ratings were next calculated for vocalizations of sentient
(grass, tree) and non-sentient objects (stone, hill). Planned paired-sample t-tests
were performed to compare musicality ratings between the two types of object
vocalizations. The analyses on the spoken vocalizations showed that musicality
ratings did not differ between sentient (English: M = 2.68, SD = 0.88; Chinese:
M = 2.79, SD = 0.98) and non-sentient (English: M = 2.64, SD = 0.82; Chinese:
M = 2.73, SD = 0.97) object vocalizations in either English-speaking (p = 0.47) or
Chinese-speaking (p = 0.07) participants. These results suggest that the functional
distinction between sentient and non-sentient object reference was unrelated to
the divergence of speech and music. However, the analyses on the extracted pitch
contours showed that musicality ratings of the non-sentient objects (M = 4.10,
SD = 0.80) were higher than those of the sentient objects (M = 3.89, SD = 0.71), t
(39) = 3.74, p = 0.001, for both the English-speaking participants and the Chinesespeaking participants (sentient: M = 3.69, SD = 0.68; non-sentient: M = 3.85.
SD = 0.71), t(41) = 3.21, p = 0.003). It is possible that this result occurred because
the non-sentient objects happened to be objects that can more easily be mimicked,
whereas the sentient objects happened to be objects that may be more difficult to
mimic. This possibility will be discussed further in the General Discussion.

5 Acoustic analysis
We next analyzed the acoustic and phonemic features in each generation along
the serial reproduction chain to determine whether acoustic changes emerged
gradually or abruptly from generation to generation. This analysis also permitted an appraisal of the potential contributions of cultural forces in the
divergence of speech and music. The degree of systematic changes in reproductions over generations indicate transmission instability, providing an indirect
measure of the extent to which speech and music have the potential to diverge
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through cultural evolution. An immediate separation between the emotional and
referential systems, combined with low variability across generations, is likely to
result from rigid, instinctive communication strategies that arise from noncultural forces, such as biological evolution (Barrai 1987). Conversely, a change
in reproductions observable over a small number of generations, for a given
attribute, should signal a greater potential for divergence to arise through
cultural evolution, because mechanisms of learning and cultural transmission
can only impact upon behaviors that are variable rather than invariant.2
Emotional vocalizations are characterized by acoustic characteristics that
diverge from a speakers’ mean acoustic profile, with HAE associated with
increases in acoustic attributes (e.g. increased pitch height, rate, and intensity)
and LAE associated with decreases in acoustic attributes (Juslin and Laukka
2003). Given the acoustic contrast between HAE and LAE (Juslin and Laukka
2003; Ilie and Thompson 2006, 2011; Bowling et al. 2010), HAE (happy, surprised) and LAE (sad, tender) vocalizations were analyzed separately. To identify
the acoustic features that differentiate emotional and referential vocalizations,
an acoustic analysis was conducted on each vocalization to extract the mean
pitch level, pitch range ratio, intensity, and rate, measured relative to the
average of each participant across all vocalizations. Resultant values were
then averaged across the two HAE, two LAE, and four referential vocalizations
for each participant and subjected to statistical analysis. To examine the retention of phonemic information across generations, we analyzed the number of
phonemic errors a participant made in each vocalization.

5.1 Phonetic transcription
A coder first transcribed the vocalizations into phonetic symbols based on English
Phonetic Alphabets. For each vocalization, the errors of vocal reproduction were
then coded according to the number of phonemes mispronounced, omitted, and
added by comparing the auditory input and the vocal reproduction. An error score
was generated for each vocalization by combining the numbers of phoneme mispronounced, omitted, and added. For example, for the auditory input ‘mætafeiga,’
a vocal reproduction ‘atafeigadu’ received an error score of 4 since it had one
mispronounced phoneme (‘æ’-‘a’), one omitted phoneme (‘m’), and two additional
phonemes (‘du’). Finally, 20% of the data were randomly selected and recoded by
another coder, yielding an inter-coder reliability of 96%.
2 Variability in a phenotype results from the interaction of an individual’s genotype with the
environment.
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5.2 Results and discussion: Acoustic analysis
To examine whether emotional and object vocalizations have distinctive acoustic
features, four acoustic measures were extracted: pitch level, pitch range, intensity,
and rate. Measures were extracted and recorded using the following procedure. We
first used Praat to extract the raw acoustic measure for each vocalization. For each
participant, the average for this measure was then calculated across all eight
vocalizations. Then, for each vocalization we calculated a relative value by dividing
the extracted raw value for the vocalization with the average value across vocalizations. This procedure normalized scores relative to an individual’s average production, and permitted us to determine how acoustic values for each vocalization
deviated from a participant’s average value. Relative values were calculated separately for HAE (happy, surprised), LAE (sad, tender), and object (grass, hill, stone,
tree) vocalizations, respectively, and subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA.

5.2.1 Pitch level
For each vocalization, we obtained the mean pitch level using Praat (Get Pitch), and
calculated the relative pitch levels for HAE, LAE, and object vocalizations. A 3
(vocalization type: HAE, LAE, object) × 5 (generation) repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a main effect of vocalization type, F(2, 140) = 114.51, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.62,
suggesting that pitch level differed according to vocalization type. The main effect
of generation (p = 0.86) and the vocalization type × generation interaction (p = 0.81)
were not significant, indicating a similar mean pitch level across generations. Post
hoc paired-sample t-tests, with p values adjusted for multiple comparisons, showed
that pitch level significantly decreased from HAE (M = 1.15, SD = 0.11) to object
(M = 0.96, SD = 0.05), t(74) = 11.47, p < 0.001, to LAE vocalizations (M = 0.93,
SD = 0.07), t(74) = 2.73, p = 0.008 (Figure 3a), suggesting that emotional vocalizations are characterized by pitch levels that deviate from average vocalizations.
5.2.2 Pitch range ratio
For each vocalization, we obtained the maximum and minimum pitch levels using
Praat (Pitch – Get maximum/minimum pitch), and calculated its pitch range ratio
by dividing the maximum pitch level over the minimum pitch level. This ratio is a
valid measure of pitch variability given that the fundamental frequency of a voice
has a logarithmic relationship to the perceived pitch of that voice. We then calculated relative pitch range ratios for HAE, LAE, and object vocalizations. A 3 (vocalization type) × 5 (generation) repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of
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Figure 3: The pitch level (a), pitch range ratio (b), intensity (c), and rate (d) in each generation relative
to the overall average within a participant. For each vocalization, each variable was divided by the
overall average across the eight vocalizations within a participant, thus yielding a relative pitch level,
intensity, and rate. The relative values were then averaged across the two HAE, two LAE, and four
object vocalizations respectively within a participant. Values greater than 1 are above average.

vocalization type, F(2, 140) = 4.38, p = 0.014, ηp2 = 0.06. The main effect of generation (p = 0.16) and the vocalization type × generation interaction (p = 0.88) were not
significant. Post hoc paired-sample t-tests showed that pitch range ratio did not
differ between HAE (M = 1.07, SD = 0.25) and LAE vocalizations (M = 1.03, SD = 0.22;
p = 0.44). However, both HAE, t(74) = 3.01, p = 0.004, and LAE vocalizations, t(74) =
2.56, p = 0.013, had greater pitch range ratio than object vocalizations (M = 0.95,
SD = 0.12; Figure 3b), suggesting that emotional vocalizations, regardless of their
valence, may have a wider range of pitch variation than object vocalizations.
5.2.3 Intensity
We first obtained the intensity (dB) of each vocalization using Praat (Pitch – Get
intensity), and calculated the relative intensity for HAE, LAE, and object
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vocalizations. A 3 (vocalization type) × 5 (generation) repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a main effect of vocalization type, F(2, 140) = 163.71, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.70. The main effect of generation (p = 0.25) and the vocalization
type × generation interaction (p = 0.39) were not significant. Post hoc pairedsample t-tests showed that intensity significantly decreased from HAE
(M = 1.06, SD = 0.03) to object (M = 0.99, SD = 0.02; t(74) = 12.83, p < 0.001) then
to LAE vocalizations (M = 0.96, SD = 0.03); t(74) = 6.56, p < 0.001, suggesting that
emotional vocalizations are characterized by the intensity that deviates from
average vocalizations (Figure 3c).

5.2.4 Rate
For each vocalization, we calculated its average syllabic duration by dividing
the duration of the vocalization by the number of syllables. Rate was taken as
the inverse of the average syllabic duration. We calculated the relative rate
for HAE, LAE, and object vocalizations. A 3 (vocalization type) × 5 (generations) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of vocalization type,
F(2, 140) = 20.96, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.23. The main effect of generation (p = 0.58)
and the vocalization type × generation interaction (p = 0.23) were not significant. Post hoc paired-sample t-tests showed that LAE (M = 1.07, SD = 0.09)
had a slower rate (or longer average syllabic duration) than HAE (M = 0.99,
SD = 0.09; t(74) = 4.83, p < 0.001) and object LAE vocalizations (M = 0.97,
SD = 0.06; t(74) = 5.98, p < 0.001). However, HAE and object vocalizations did
not differ in rate (p = 0.35; Figure 3d).
5.2.5 Reproduction errors
To examine whether emotional and object vocalizations differ in the degree of
retention of phonetic information, we examined reproduction errors for each
participant. For each vocalization, the cumulative error score was taken as the
number of discrepancies between that vocalization and the original vocalization. For each participant, cumulative error scores were calculated for HAE,
LAE, and object vocalizations. A 3 (vocalization type) × 5 (generation) repeated
measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of vocalization type,
F(1, 70) = 10.93, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.14, and generation, F(4, 70) = 34.19,
p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.66, but there was no significant interaction between these
factors (p = 0.54; Table 3). Planned paired-sample t-tests indicated that HAE
and LAE had similar error rates (p = 0.66), while both HAE, t(74) = 4.62,
p < 0.001, and LAE, t(74) = 4.02, p < 0.001, had higher error rates than object
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Table 3: Cumulative reproduction errors for the three types of vocalizations.

HAE
LAE
Object

Gen 

Gen 

Gen 

Gen 

Gen 

M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .

M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .

M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .

M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .

M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .
M = .
SD = .

Note: The table shows the values averaged across the 15 chains at each generation.

vocalizations. Thus, phonemes within vocalizations deviated from the original
sounds to a greater extent for emotional vocalizations than for object vocalizations, and these deviations increased across generations for both emotional
and object vocalizations (Figure 4). Put differently, there was greater retention

12
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Figure 4: Both emotional (average across HAE and LAE) and object vocalizations had increasing
deviation from original sounds across generations. Furthermore, emotional vocalizations had
greater deviation than object vocalizations.
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of phonemic information in referential vocalizations than in emotional
vocalizations.
Thus, the acoustic analysis corroborated the perceptual ratings, illustrating that one communicative system can spontaneously split into two systems
that systematically differ at the acoustic and phonemic levels, depending on
the communicative functions assigned to the vocalizations. Acoustic attributes for HAE and LAE vocalizations exhibited marked deviation from the
average acoustic profile of participants. Conversely, phonemic information
was preserved more faithfully in object vocalizations than in emotional
vocalizations, suggesting that phonemic information is prioritized for words
that have a referential function.

6 General discussion
Our findings represent the first proof-of-concept simulation of Darwin’s musical
protolanguage hypothesis, by illustrating that a single communication system can
spontaneously diverge into distinct systems depending on their communicative
function. Specifically, vocalizations that have an emotional function prioritize
prosodic attributes that are judged to be musical, whereas vocalizations with a
referential function prioritize phonetic content (vowels, consonants) and are perceived as more speech-like. Furthermore, emotional vocalizations are characterized
by acoustic profiles that deviate from average vocalizations, whereas object vocalizations emphasize the articulation of phonemic information.
This divergence of a single communication system into two forms of vocalization was not observable for other functional distinctions that were introduced into
the system. Vocalizations and pitch contours referring to HAE and LAE were
assigned similar ratings of musicality, as were spoken vocalizations referring to
sentient and non-sentient objects. These findings confirm that a divergence of an
artificial communication system into music- and language-like vocalizations does
not inevitably arise with the introduction of any two contrasting communicative
functions. Instead, the results are consistent with Darwin’s hypothesis that distinct
adaptive advantages for referential and emotional communicative functions
uniquely triggered the divergence of speech and music.
Why do people use more prosodic (or musical) features when expressing emotions than when referring to objects? There are two possible explanations. First, as
emotions reflect a condition of sentience or humanity, there may be a tendency to
express humanity with grander prosodic changes. This explanation predicts that the
more relevant the expression to us personally, the greater the prosodic gestures.
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Second, prosody may be used in an imitative way—mimesis. Thus, prosody is used to
map structural features of the referent emotion. For example, sad emotional entities
tend to be slow and with depleting energy, and so too are the prosodic features of the
expression. The mimesis hypothesis is then tested by asking whether there is a
difference between the expressions of objects that have clear structural features
that can be easily mapped onto prosody, such as hill and stone, and objects that
are harder to map onto prosody such as grass and tree. The current cross-cultural
finding that the musicality ratings of pitch contours for non-sentient objects (hill,
stone) were higher than those of the sentient objects (grass, tree) lends supports to
the mimesis hypothesis. Future research could investigate differences between prosodic attributes across a larger sample of objects to see whether their structural
features play a role in the way they are communicated.
It is intriguing that the acoustic characteristics of arbitrary symbolic utterances differed depending on whether they were given emotional or referential
meaning. These results suggest that adaptive functions of vocalizations may be
encoded in their acoustic characteristics. One possible reason for the different
acoustic profiles between emotional and referential communication is that there
are fewer biologically significant emotional states relative to the number of
referents in the environment. Therefore, there may have been less pressure to
precisely replicate phonemic and morphological information during emotional
communication than during referential communication (for related discussions,
see Perlovsky 2015, 2017). Further, emotional vocalizations are grounded by the
biological functions of emotions, such that acoustic attributes of vocalizations
are influenced by physiological states (e.g. changes of heart rate, respiration,
and blood pressure). This link between emotion and physiology may be one
reason for the larger variation in acoustic attributes for emotional compared to
referential stimuli.
Conversely, the referential system required a much wider range of highly specific
vocalizations in order to optimize perceptual discriminability across a vast array of
referents and variation across speakers. These demands led to symbolic systems in
which many vocalizations were arbitrarily linked to referents, allowing a proliferation
of regional languages to emerge. Although individual languages differed from each
other in their sound-symbolism for referents, all emphasized a precise articulation of
phonemes and morphemes, as phonetic distinctions are maximally perceptible
following the co-evolution of perceptual and articulatory systems. Eventually, speech
would have become increasingly distinct from the musical protolanguage owing to
the high level of specificity required for referential communication. This speculation
is supported in our results with the finding that referential symbolic communication
contained less phonetic variation across generations compared to emotional communication. As such, it is likely that prosodic intonation was prioritized for emotional
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communication, whereas phonemic information was prioritized for referential
communication.
The demands for a high degree of specificity of vocalization, combined with
the arbitrariness of language, make the development of the referential vocalization system highly dependent on learning and cultural evolution. This might
have permitted rapid development of language away from its origins at the
phonemic level, whereas emotional vocalizations may have retained many
features of the musical protolanguage at the acoustic level. This possibility
may help to explain the similarity across cultures in the use of acoustic attributes (e.g. intensity, pitch, rate) to communicate emotion in music (Fritz et al.
2009; Honing et al. 2015; Jacoby and McDermott, 2017; Levitin 2008; Thompson
and Balkwill 2010).
Although musical systems and languages vary considerably across cultures,
they all contain acoustic features that may reflect their common origin. In all
human societies, pitch contours are fundamental not only to song; they also
function in linguistic communication (e.g. question/statement distinction,
emphatic stress), and 60–70% of the world’s languages also use pitch contours
(lexical tones) to distinguish word identity (Yip 2002). Interestingly, we observed
sensitivity to the music- and speech-like qualities of vocalizations in speakers of
both non-tone and tone languages from individualist and collectivist cultures
respectively, suggesting that similar attributes are used to differentiate emotional and referential communication across languages and cultural traditions.
Further, extracted pitch contours were rated as more musical than spoken
vocalizations, suggesting that prosodic information may have been an important
element in the divergence of music and language.
The immediate and highly stable acoustic divergence between emotional and
referential vocalizations indicates that participants from generation to generation
were unable to improve upon or alter the clarity of preceding vocalizations. One
explanation for this stability in the average acoustic profiles of referential and
emotional vocalizations is that one or both communication systems inherently
optimize communication, and hence remain relatively static in the population. We
propose that the inherent/instinctive optimization of communication lies primarily
within emotional vocalizations, and analogous evidence has been proposed to
account for the universality of prototypical facial expressions of emotion (Ekman
and Friesen 1986). Emotions are biologically adaptive states that function to
prepare organisms to respond rapidly to basic environmental challenges, and
are hence most efficiently handled by innate mechanisms. In contrast, referential
communication should be highly dependent on mechanisms of learning, because
environments and their associated objects are highly variable. Early in the evolution of the protolanguage, this dependency on learning would have allowed
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symbolic forms of language to develop, giving rise to a wide range of languages
across different environmental regions.
Although the evolution of music and language remains largely elusive, the
current experimental design allowed us to artificially replicate the potential
divergence of music and speech across generations. The results showed that
emotional communication deviates from referential communication acoustically,
and is perceived cross-culturally by naïve participants to be more music-like
than referential communication. Further, phonemic information was prioritized
by speakers when communicating objects compared to emotions, suggesting a
potential avenue for the development of phonemic symbols for speech. The
current results therefore show that when a single system is used for both
emotional and referential communication, it will tend to bifurcate into two
systems with distinct characteristics.
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